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Apprenticeship systems differ across countries
… But what every apprenticeship includes is engagement with a workplace.
If workplaces are changing, apprenticeship will also be changing.
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Workplaces getting ready for new work
The presentation uses Australian company case studies (2018) to provide insights into the
current adaptation to some aspects of ‘future work’ and/or their potential adaptability to
‘future work’. It is also informed by my other recent apprenticeship projects, and by what I
have learned from others while working on ILO initiatives.
The companies were:
• An engineering fabrication works;
• A casual-eating restaurant;
• A landscape gardening business;
• A regional health service;
• A small plumbing business employing apprentices through a Group Training Organisation.
Important note: The case studies were not focused on the new world of work; but all
showed features of adaptation or potential adaptation.

Five changes in workplaces
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

‘Industry 4.0’;
Economic structural adjustment;
Globalisation of companies;
Global labour mobility – voluntary and involuntary;
The ‘gig economy’.

Industry 4.0
• ‘Includes improved automation, machine-to-machine and human-tomachine communication, artificial intelligence, continued
technological improvements and digitalisation in manufacturing’.
(Australian Government definition)
• First three industrial revolutions: the steam engine, the age of science
and mass production, and the rise of digital technology.
• Examples in common usage: 3D printing; drones; remote operation of
heavy machinery; robots in manufacturing.
• Increased pace of change.

Implications of Industry 4.0 for VET and
apprenticeships
• Automation can enhance most occupations and introduce new ones
(Soo Bong Uh, 2016).
• German research (e.g. Sui-Ping Yuen, 2017, Dreher 2017) has been
examining the ways in which human knowledge can be transferred to
robots in certain tasks and the implications for VET for those workers
who will program the automation, and for VET teacher-training.
• There may be a need to attract a higher level of applicant for
apprenticeships to learn rapidly evolving jobs; and a need to revise
qualifications for Industry 4.0 changes. (Loveder, 2017)

Structural adjustment
• As economies change, industry structure alters, generally from
primary industry to manufacturing to services (Triplett and Bosworth
2004; Lee and Wolpin, 2006); most recently health and social care
have become predominant.
• Some developing countries are ‘leapfrogging’ over manufacturing to
service industries.

Implications of structural adjustment for VET
and apprenticeships
• Apprenticeships systems need to adapt for new industries and new
occupations. In UK many occupations have become ‘apprenticized’
(Marsh, 2016). What is their ‘apprenticeability’? (Lerman, Eyster and
Chambers, 2009)
• Demand for apprentices increases in some industries and declines in
others;
• New occupations may develop;
• Different cohorts of people may be attracted to apprenticeships e.g.
women, older people.

Globalisation
According to Urzua (2000), globalisation is characterised by:
o‘The acceptance of a set of economic rules for the entire world designed to
maximise profits and productivity by universalising markets and
production, and to obtain the support of the state with a view to making
the national economy more productive and competitive;
o A de facto transfer to trans-national organisations of the control of
national economic policy instruments, such as monetary policy, interest
rates and fiscal policy’
For workers, the practical application is that many workers are employed in
countries whose headquarters are in other countries and/or where supply
chains operate across countries.

Implications of globalisation for VET and
apprenticeships
• Apprenticeships are always locally-rooted and culturally specific
(Deissinger, Smith & Pickersgill, 2006) – yet companies are routinely
worldwide. These two facts are not easily reconcilable.
• Pilz and Li (2014) find two different models for multi-national companies:
o
‘Divergence’ where companies adopt local apprenticeship systems;
o
‘Convergence’ where companies implement the [German] system as
far as possible throughout all countries of operation
o
More research is needed to see if there are other models.

Mobility of labour
• Movement of labour is usually seen as happening between countries
- but is also within countries (e.g.in China, S.E. Asian countries) ;
• May be voluntary migration or temporary movement – e.g. corporate
career moves or guest workers; or may be involuntary migration –
i.e.refugees.
• There is often a fine line between migrants and refugees (Black, 2003:
UN Office of the High Commissioner).
• Both developed and developing countries may receive large numbers
of incoming people relative to their populations.

Implications of labour mobility for VET and
apprenticeships
•

•
•
•

In occupations where a completed apprenticeship and/or qualification
is required in order to practice, some form of recognition system may
be in place for already-trained workers coming from elsewhere.
Are migrants and refugees allowed to undertake apprenticeships, or is
full citizenship required to access them?
Where countries are net exporters of labour – for example India and
the Philippines (Pernia, 2011), their systems need to include training
people through apprenticeships to work in other countries.
Large numbers of migrants and refugees create new demand for
industries - from housing to social services to restaurants - all
potentially needing apprenticed labour.

‘Gig economy’ and apprenticeships: The problem of the
missing employer

‘Gig’ economy: ‘the worker as business’
• In a typical gig economy ‘job’ (examples: Uber, Deliveroo) work is
irregular, paid by the task, and there is not an employment
relationship with the company providing the work.
• It can be seen as a new informalisation of the economy in developed
countries, just as developing countries are trying to formalise their
economies.
• 12% of Swedish workers are reported as working in the gig economy
and 5 million UK workers involved in some form of digital-platform
based working (Howcroft & Bergvall-Kareborn, 2018).
• However, the importance and eventual impact of the ‘gig economy’ is
contested (Healy, Nicholson & Pekarek, 2017).

Implications of the gig economy for VET and
apprenticeships
• All non-standard forms of employment are likely to have a
disproportionate effect upon young people (ILO, 2016);
• New forms of employment put employers outside the scope of much
regulation (Rubery et al 2018);
• (How) can apprenticeship exist without a ‘real’ employer?
• Sounds new - yet, apprenticeship has often operated within projectbased and/or sub-contracting environments, e.g. the construction
industry.

The case study companies
State of Victoria, Australia, 2018

‘Heavy metal’ agricultural machinery, Western Victoria:
Family firm - 130 employees. (Occupation: Welder)

Heavy metal’s ‘boot camp’
One week’s free training
pre-employment; to
ensure that recruits
understand what is
expected – and that
they are excited by the
challenge.

‘Pizza-Pasta Restaurant’, Ballarat: 100
employees (Occupation: Chef)

‘Metro landscaping’, Melbourne: 70 people
(Occupation: Landscape gardener)

‘Regional Health Services’, Western Victoria: Govt. organisation
- 45,000 employees (Occupation: ‘Enrolled nurse’)
• Nursing has not normally been
an apprenticeship.
• Regulatory and industrial
relations obstacles were faced
and overcome.
• A wider pool of applicants was
attracted, including older people
and new migrants who could not
have afforded to be without an
income while studying full-time.

‘High End plumbing’, Ballarat: Small business - 8
employees, using a Group Training Organisation
for its apprentices (Occupation: Plumber)

‘Comprehensive’ Group Training Organisation, Ballarat:
120 apprentices/trainees (varied occupations )
Group Training Organisations (GTOs) employ apprentices and ‘lease’ them to host employers. The
GTO is the legal employer. GTOs offer many services to both employers and apprentices/ trainees,
including ‘pastoral care’ to apprentices & professional development for host employers.

How the companies addressed the new world
of work
Future work
feature

Company features

Industry 4.0

Providing apprentices with training in technology beyond the
requirements of the apprenticeship (Heavy Metal Co)

Globalisation

Augmenting internal training with international examples
(Metropolitan Landscaping)

Structural
adjustment

Creating new apprenticeship programs to address rapid skill
shortages in the nursing occupation (Regional Health Services)

Labour movements Willingness to employ applicants from overseas (Pizza-Pasta
Restaurant)
‘Gig economy’

Using GTOs (High End Plumbing/Comprehensive Group Training)
– this could be further developed for non-standard forms of
employment

Conclusions
• Getting ready for new work is not an event, but a process.
• It’s not necessarily fundamental.
• Companies are already adapting their apprenticeships for issues of ‘future work’.
They are not being told to do this, nor awaiting new qualifications - they are just
doing it.
• Positive news:
o The continuing adaptability of apprenticeships;
o The proactive nature of companies, especially SMEs, contrary to many beliefs.
o While they may have implemented the new practices in conjunction with
training providers or intermediary organisations, they came up with the ideas.
• Challenges: Companies face obstacles in trying to meet the future. This is where
other organisations may step in...

The potential role of intermediary organisations

Other potential sources of assistance/advice
Sector skills councils,
qualifications bodies.
Employer associations, trade
unions, labour hire companies,
professional/occupational
associations; consultants.
Directly involved with the
apprentice-employer
relationship e.g. apprentice
intermediary organisations,
training providers

But… could too much
change upset the
balance?
If companies use
apprenticeship for the new
world of work, could it
unbalance apprenticeships’
goals with relation to youth
employment? (see right)
And - If other organisations
step in to help, how will it
affect the employerapprentice bond?

Emphasis on youth employment
Emphasis on skill development for companies
Youth
employment

Enterprise skill
formation

Inclusivity

National skill
development

Training for
innovation

More information?
• Erica Smith e.smith@federation.edu.au
• Researching Adult and Vocational Education (RAVE) research group at
Federation University
http://federation.edu.au/schools/school-of-education/research/researchgroups/rave-researching-adult-and-vocational-education

